
ESSAY ON NEWSPAPER READING

Newspaper reading is a good habit. It offers numerous benefits including improving vocabulary, enhancing general
knowledge and providing entertainment to.

Whether it is through a personal journal used to express private feelings, or through the high school
publications such as the school newspaper or yearbook. Some people, however, are seen to be addicted to it.
The creator, Allen H. A modern newspaper supplies us with information about every sphere of human activity
such as politics, society, education, science, discoveries, economic problems, business matters, theatre, radio,
cinema, television, and sports. It publishes jokes, stories, novels, and other humorous writings which entertain
us and nourish our imagination and thoughts. It helps them to become aware of the economic, political, and
socio-cultural affairs of both the country and the world. The newspaper is the organ not of a people but of a
class. It gives us news about politics, economics, culture, literature, education, treatment, games, and sports
etc. Reading newspapers will improve your knowledge in general and it will be easy for you to relate to other
people who often talks about current events and politics. These help us improve our knowledge. An educated,
critical body of readers alone can enforce certain standards of taste, decency, and impartiality on newspaper.
There are different types of newspapers in our country such as allies, weeklies, monthlies etc. Many
news-paper readers, supposing they were deprived of their daily paper, would simply read nothing at all; and
men engaged in hard intellectual work could not without injury to themselves add to their daily burden of
brain-work the hour they spare to the un-laborious perusal of the newspaper. Many if debarred from
newspapers would read nothing. This false news misleads the people and creates havoc to national unity. It is
by the press that we most quickly become informed of the latest discoveries of science and of the newest
works of modern writers. Newspapers contain much unprofitable matter. It helps the people to follow any idol.
Both of the papers represent different approaches to news presentations; different ideologies, and therefore
different potential reader groups. So they should always be conscious of their duty towards the society.
Academic OneFile. One of the most coveted spots in a newspaper is the front page because those features are
the most visible to the consumer and determine if the newspaper is worth purchasing Gibson,  Newspapers
supply us with the news. The Primary object of the newspaper is to supply news.


